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‘And he will confirm a covenant with many for one week, but in the middle of the week he will 
put an end to sacrifice and offering. And on the wing of the temple will come the abomination 
that causes desolation, until the decreed destruction is poured out upon him’. -Daniel 9:27 
 
The purpose of this study is to consider what ‘Starts’ the 7-Year Tribulation Period. One 
believes that the More Accurate Timing of when the 1st and Last Day of the Last 
Sabbath Cycle of Time will be, is based on the Daily Sacrifices being Reconstituted. 
One gets this Interpretation from the Book of Daniel. But also realize the Prophecy in 
Daniel is Layered or has a Dual Fulfillment. One sees the Coming of the Messiah, that 
is then ‘Cut Off’ or Cut as in Killed in the ‘Midst’ of Week, i.e., the Crucifixion Week. 
 
But also, the Prophecy Parallels the Coming of the False Messiah, the ‘Prince’ as in the 
AntiChrist, and in a similar ‘Midst’ of a Week, of Years in this case, ‘Cuts’ a Covenant, as 
in, to Break it. This will be one’s Context, so see if one can follow one’s Logic then. As to 
the Questions? One hopes to answer them as best as one can, given one’s 
Understanding and Interpretation of it. The Answer will be the following. 
 
1. Yes. 
2. 90% Probability. 
3. Does not have to be. 
4. But There are Technicalities to it. 
 
Most Students of the End Times presume, by Tradition, that the Start of the 7-Year 
Tribulation begins when the AntiChrist ‘Signs’ some sort of Peace Deal with Israel. On 
the surface, it can be seen as that. But is that what it says in Daniel? Not necessarily. 
Now, Geo-Politically, once the Covenant is Confirmed, there might be a Worldwide 
Televised Ceremony where the AntiChrist and Israel’s Leaders will ‘Sign’ Documents. 
But this is not what will Initiate the 1st Day of the 7-Year Tribulation, in one’s 
Assessment. Why not? 
 
There is a Covenant mentioned in Daniel. But you do not ‘Sign’ Covenants of YHVH. 
The Covenant with Noah? The Covenant with Abraham? The Land Covenant? The 
Davidic Covenant? And the New Covenant? All were NOT Co-Signaturing Required 
Documents. Have those who ‘Agreed’ to the Terms of the New Covenant in the Jesus 
Blood had to ‘Sign’ a Paper? No. So, one’s Point is that the Covenant that the AntiChrist 
will ‘Confirm’ or Make Stronger is what is already there. Many suspect it is either the 
Land Covenant, often also called the Palestinian Covenant. Or perchance, it could be 
the Oslo Accords. In that case there would be a ‘Signature’ Required.  
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In the ‘Midst’ 
However a Careful study of Daniel 9, which speaks of the Covenant, does not tie the 
Day Counts to it. Rather, the Day Count is Directly tied to when the Daily Sacrifices are 
STOPPED. This is the Key, in my Prophetic Estimation. Realize also that the 7 Year 
Tribulation Period is not 7 Gregorian Years Long. It really amounts to a Conversion of 
6.66 Years total. And it is assumed they are Biblical 360 Day/Years.  
 
So There is a Year Count given though, as ‘Time, Time and ½ Time’. This is to mean 3.5 
Years but in the Hebrew Count. There is much Debate about what Type of Year, 360 
Day? 364 Day? 365 Day, Solar Year? YHVH knew that Humanity would have differing 
Year Counts, so He Reiterated the Time by specifically Inferring to the Sections of 1260 
Days. For the purposes of Simplification, 1260 Days will do. One then can Reverse 
Engineer the Count, forward and Backwards, etc. 
 
                                Daniel’s Last Week – Tribulation Period Timeline 
                                                             (Mid-Point) 
                                                    Revelation 12 Sign 2.0 
Daily Sacrifices Start--- + 1260 Days---STOPPED--- + 1260 Days---Return of Jesus 
 
And in this case, a Day is defined from Genesis as being from Sun-Down to Sun-Up, 
etc. Here is the Center-Piece. Daniel specifically mentions that at the ‘Mid-Point’, 
assuming the Sabbath Week of Years, the AntiChrist enters the 3rd Temple to Sit 
himself there and Proclaim that he is ‘God’. And from that Moment forward, he will 
demand Worship and that of All Peoples of the World. And for that purpose, to show 
Allegiance, People will be Mandated to receive his Mark on their Bodies, etc. 
This presumes that at Physical Temple be built.  
 
And that the only place in the Temple that was Designed to Sit was in the Holy of Holies, 
i.e., the Throne Chair of YHVH replicated on Earth as it is in Heaven. Moses was given 
this Blueprint to make, etc. So, if one then does some Reverse Engineering 
Mathematical Calculations, from this Mid-Point, when the AntiChrist Stops the Daily 
Sacrifices, then one can Deduce when the 7-Year Tribulation started. In this Calculus, 
1259 Days before.  
 
And also, conversely, it will be 1259 Day after that Jesus will return, that being the total 
2520th Day Count. Note that this ‘Midst’ of the Week, when the ‘Daily’ will be taken 
away, is when the Literal Prophetic Fulfillment of the Revelation 12 Sign occurs. One 
finds it Amazing that in 2029, which is the Mid-Point of the 2025-2032 Timeline, exactly 
12 Years later from 2017, Jupiter, the Planet of the Messiah will again be in Virgo.  
 
Jupiter has a 12 Year Cycle in that it takes that long to revisit each of the 12 
Constellations. It will also Approximate the Planetary Alignments as well. It is from this 
Point that the Remnant Jews flee to Petra and Bosra Region. It will be Exodus 2.0. One 
does also acknowledge that in Daniel, it only says the ‘Daily’. There is no ‘Sacrifices’ 
mentioned. But is it because it is assumed. The Average Hebrew at the Time, would 
have Realized and Understood this.  
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New World Religious Reset 
One mentions this because those that dispute this Interpretation, points out that it is not 
the Daily Sacrifices even to be considered or Exist. So, one cannot even argue with that 
type of Western Mentality and Filter. Sadly. The additional Year Count of adding 75 
Days or ‘Reaching the 1335th Day’ is when there will be a Cleansing of the Temple, the 
City, Israel and the World as Jesus then Transitions the Time and initiates the 1000 Year 
Millennial Kingdom on Earth.  
 
But then the Question remains, if one accepts this Theory that the Daily Sacrifices ‘Start’ 
the Day Count, does the whole Temple need to be built 1st, in order for the Daily 
Sacrifices to begin? Not necessarily. What is required for the Daily Sacrifices to be 
Performed, which is called the Sacrificial Ordinances, is the Altar of Sacrifice. 
 
So, if the Sanhedrin was sanctioned by the False Messiah to Start the Daily Sacrifices, 
all they need is the Altar. But. the Altar of Sacrifice is an Appendage to the Entire Temple 
Complex.  Although it can be Independent of the Temple, the whole reason for the Altar 
is to provide the Blood to be Sprinkled on the Mercy Seat of the Ark of the Covenant. 
This is why one was very Excited back in December of 2018. The Nascent Sanhedrin 
actually Re-Dedicated the Altar, just outside the Walls of Jerusalem. But 1st, they need 
the ashes of the Red Heifer in order for any Daily Sacrifice to be ‘Qualified’, or Kosher, 
etc. 
 
That Altar of Sacrifice Re-Dedication Year was Israel’s 70th Anniversary since 1948, It 
Parallels the 70th Year Re-Dedication by Ezra and Nehemiah after the Babylonian 
Captivity. That was Amazing and Prophetic. How one interprets that is that, from that 
Year in 2018, there started a 1 Sabbath Cycle of Time Countdown to when the 1st Daily 
Sacrifice will actually Occur, perhaps. 
 
Fall 2018 + 1 Sabbath of Time or 7 Years = Fall of 2025 

 
Of course, this Interpretation fits also the Timeline one has presented before, a Fall 
2025 to Fall 2032 Tribulation Period, etc. The way one sees it, the AntiChrist will 
probably Sanction all the Temple Complex at once. And one believes that it will be at 
that time, once the Temple and the Altar are Finished, that with Great Pomp and 
Circumstance, the AntiChrist, like a David, like a Solomon, will bring-out the Ark of the 
Covenant and place in the Holy of Holies. This Event will be designed to ‘Unify’ the 
entire World into a Deceptive ‘New Reset Order’ of Pace and Security. But it will be a 
Deception to only last 42 Months or 1260 Days. And if one then counts the 2 Halves of 
the Tribulation Period, 1260 + 1260, for the Year 2025, it would be the following. +/- 1 or 
2 Days. 
 
OCT 18 Simchat Torah + (1260 Days) = APR 1 Passover (Mid-Point) 
 
+ (1260 Days) 
 
= SEP 11  Sabbath of Return (Of Jesus-LORD of the Sabbath). 
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This is the Inferred Object in Scripture from where the AntiChrist will ‘Sit’ himself down. 
It will be on the Ark, which is a Throne Chair, as noted. It is hidden ~40 Feet or 12 
Meters below the Site in-between the Skull Façade and the Garden Tomb. Thus, this is 
why one is convinced, as presented here before, that after the Fall Feasts of 2025, 
when the Reading of the Torah will be Given, Simchat Torah, that is when the Kings of 
Israel gathered all the Peoples to ‘Confirm the Covenant’.  
 
It was a Reading in their Ears, and at which Time, like what occurred with King 
Solomon, Fire came down to Initiate the 1st Offering of the Daily Sacrifice. So, one 
hopes that this Assessment contributes to a Better Understanding of one’s 
Interpretation. It does not mean it is the ‘Right’ one through. 
_____________________ 
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